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TnOPS
71.1:

Control. of Troops

0-At'...,:,na Problems

C. V. Slnyak
Candlla".c cf NtiLtary 3clencec

s'r.sw
tt1 t troops In modp..'rr.
There Li!
condttions 7411.1.rr.i o:3.essf411y if the commandi.ng
complex of the latest.tezhcLcal
offIcer and the atar:' !Ave a
meams cf itomatton. That Is t say, a complex, a.nd lac*. its
separate un.:oorilace,ed omponet•
Ey complex automation we mean automated control et all head
quarters levels, tA all type. of area, where interlioked electronic
computert; (v-yct.ialitelhaja mashina), computer* (*chetno-reshayushobleye
ustroyst .e,), televtat*n, ralar, enciPhering equipment, electronic
SW itchboards, duplicators, phototelegraphy, infrared equipment,videocommunication. e-,,utpment, sound relording equipment, etc., are used
vr. a. wide scale. The comp.Lex utllUatio= Of 411 theist *01444 permit4
the moot comp.ete maluttnance 4:Jr contact between col:minding .3fficers
and headquarter* on the on* band and the field of battle on the other.
Automation w itl. brin44 the commanding officer* nearer to event*
affecting the subordinate tr.vps und will glve thee (enhance to
influence them in
time on Venal: of the common getin and the
concept of the be,tt:oe and the operation.
* tr ./ t, 1,:1-e v.rete the component parts of tne
automatic:nand the control of the .troopd.
their place and eignificenct in this oomples,„ ana summarite the
operational . techalcal requi.rementa Atich %hay fit,
Wr sha.4.

plea of the

MWAAA of

Al. regards the oceepOrsmit parka at this complex,.
first ot
our
view
thort
are
two a the= the Winkt gal MOODS for
In
obtaining primary information ta3 the • Mean at eammultioatinn,

410111 s\atEr

000 sENet7
"-he flret pa .: . : ma: :-:nc: c . . ..:.f elc . ctronic compu%ere :EW.:;, located
Ir tf.adq.i.a-..,E-rt:.; -.he information tra.v.itterS (datohik .) of those headq...ar7.ers- wnin are r.. .ot equipped with electron:i.. .. comp:ters; equipment
.
f-:r obscrva*ti:n e.r:-.i re ,:onnatssane. Let us . pa...se to ?xamine the
characteristic3 of the above-mehtionei equipment.
The electronic computers may -oe used on the one hand for ,o:..-

processing information (for the headquarters which it serves)
and on the other as a collector of information for a higher healquarters
neighboring
of a neighboring one . or two words missing7 of some
or the quarters

lecting and

fone

or two words . miesing7. Howheadquarters of electronlc computers.
ever, the information collected . by-these headquarters must 5e cr two

words missing] EVM of the higher or neighboring headquarters by mean S of

ne or two words missini7 apparatus or of Noecisily developed rapidor two words mdssing7-transmitters, magnetic tapes, and others.

acting ne

In the technical equipment 5ne or two words missine which must be
linked with the EVM, can be included one Or two words missine and
radar stations, infrared equipment,/7
one:Ot two words misstne, meteorological stations, and the personnel : for topographical tying in.
Their linkage with the electronic computers 18 a rather difficUlt task.
Here [One or two words mitsine technical difficulties, as automatic
photo 5ne or two words missing7 of radar and infrared stations [One or
two words mi881ng7 their ne Or two.words•missing7 tc the EVM; automatic deciphering gne or twc words miisi47 memory of Oe machine";
working out a number 5ne or two words.missine.it ; collation and
transmittal of information give or six words missing7 printing or

another EVM; link the eqvtpment give or six words':Missing7

of cow.

munications, the creation of the necessary channels of communications
ghree or four words missine.

The technical means of reconnaissance which Cour or five word
missine component part in the compleX of automated 5hree or four
words missilnig the following; radar stations; equipment Zio-ne or two
words miss ingJ radar reconnaissance, the transmitters (datchik) for
agent intelligence apparatus for aerial radiation, meteorological,
and sound-ranging reconnaissance, seismo-intelligence, infrared
equipment, etc. There are also some unsolved technical tasks here,
similar to those for Observation equipment.
None of the difficulties enumerated has been completely overcome at present, and therefore considerable efforts by scientific-

research organizations and military rationalimers will be required
to overcome them.
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It wld seem that there will be no "autonomous" communications
channels for the various arms of troops and services in a complex
automated communizations system. There will be no necessity for this
any longer.
One cannot, fcr instan7e, agree with the sittation existing at
• present: ea:r. ahi ev:r, ann of tro3ps ana service has "its own"
rInels and "its ow:"
system. All the information
will have to be "sifted through a single sieve". By this means

duplication of lines of comnunications will be eliminated. But,
at the same time, interexcnange within the headquarters and betweIm
the EVM of the various arms of troops and service* will be increase,
while in some elements tLey are to exist separately.
Switch devices wt:1 te of ereat importance in at. aatsmate•
communications system. Parallel wi.th the existing a.:tomatic aua
manual telephone and telegraph switchboards, the need will arise

for electronic nonoontact high-speed switchboards. They will be
required for automating communications Channels at the main and
auxiliary exchanges. A great need for noncontact high-speed
switchboards will arise for the practically instantaneous connection
of channels carrying information from various installations. Such
switchboards she .. ..1i ccnne , t the channels carrying information with
the WM; the usual channel with the terminal equipment; the
communications channel with the free EVM input, etc.
The high speed of electronic switchboards will probs1-1;
to be calibrated to the high speed of the electronic computer itseif.

be of specie.] importance for the switchboardo
have to connect communications channels carrying information with the free inpets of the electronic computers. Taking
into consideration the high speed of exchange of information between
the machines, amounting to thousands of bands, and the high speed
of reading the information from the discriminators (registr) situated
in
between the
an: the lefTer "memory", the high speed and
reliability cf zuet switchboards should be exceptionally high.
Probably the typez of electronic switchboards will be determined by
the control element Leing tne EVM.
The terminal equipment will be of great importanee in a erenplex
automated communication system. According to the methods of reception
of information it may be divided into Video, documentary, and audio.
The following may be related to video equipment: electronic
comp,Iters, television, videotelephony; to doCumentary - electronic
computers, ohotote:egraphy, and telegraphy equipment, tape recording;
to audio-telephony equipment.
' One should stop to consider the universal applications of
electronic computers. They are able to take in the information and
reprod :Jee it clearly either for visual reception or in documentary
form, they may store, update, fix, and carry out various calculations
on the information taken in during the course of the development of
the battle and the operation. Such universal ,application of
electronic cocputers to an automated control system will allow the
majority of the information to be stored (tanknut) in an electronic
computer acting as terminal equipment of a given point. In this

connection, the volume of traffic on such types of communications
as the ordinary telegraphy, radioteleprinter, and radiotelegraphy
may be greatly reduced. The need for telephone conversations will
also decrease considerably.

The use in an automated control system of electronic computers,
televiiion,and videotelephooy, which will provide visual reception
of information, will greatly widen the scope of controlling the
troope.
InfOrmation may be most fully and comprehensively documented
with the help of electronic computers operated in conjunction with
external documentary equipment. The simplest form of the latter is
the ordinary "telegraph set. But its low capacity (1600 words per
hour) is already incompatible with the enormous capabilities or
electronic computers in issuing information. The task is to create
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In ryur country, such equipment
..q,ip!.1,hr,
capal. of printing at a speed of dome 2 million symbols per hour,
has already been developed. It is true that it is still somewhat
if the speed were slightly reduced and the design
bulky.
improved, it You'd be possible to get an acceptable teleprinter
dev'..ce which could be successfully used in field conditions.
At present, in stationary conditions, a number of recorder
attstenments ar .:- widely used in conjunction with electronic computers
which draw graphs and record spots (tochka) on paper'at.appropriate
coordinates according to calculation data. Such attachments can be
used for producing charts of the regrouping of troops, engineer
support, the limits of radioactive cloud spread, the radiation level
of terrain, etc.
In addition to electronic computers, information may be
documented by means of phototelegraphy and telegraphy, as well as
by magnet:0 tape. For instance, one can record on a magnetic tape
not only from the voice but also from telegraphy and even from
television. Such recordings can be reproduced over and over again
by means of tape recorders. They can be transmitted by any means

of communication and either be sound read or rerecorded on taperecorders located at a great distance from Lhe point of transmission
of the information. Information recorded on magnetic tape may be
reproduced by telegraphy equipment, a television receiver, etc.
Thus, the terminal equipment is the technical equipment which
is located in the immediate vicinity of the place where the general
or officer is working. With its help they control the troops and
receive information from all levels.

The development of terminal equipment at the present time has
a tendency to increase the weight of the equipment giving visual
reprMuction of information. In our view, the terminal equipment
should not be developedcne-sidely but as a complex, one type Of
equipment supplementing the other. The final aim of its development is to provide the commanding officer with the possibility of
visualizing the battle ground as clearly as possible and at the
same time enabling him to listen to all the information required
by him at a given moment. The development of new types of
terminal equipment and technical equipment for observation and
reconnaissance should in the main be subordinated to this aim.
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w:__ req . .Lre special equipment for
iinkihr with the inary, conventIonal communications channels
(r:,di'.;rcl=iy, wire, and ra::1(„). All the information obtained by
cf t.ne varic .,.:s technical means should be fed without human
in-.erference Into the electronic c::•:_puters through special linking
devices, where it is processed by it, partly fixed in its memory,
an partly, in sumrarize• form, transmitted to the people who need
it.
The creation of linking devices which could ensure the feeding
of information into the electronic computer in a binary arithmetical
system (dvolchmaya sistema schisleniya) . is an urgent task for
scientific-research organizations.

Having examined the complex of the technical equipment forming
an automated system of control of-the troops and the prospects of
the development of this equipment, it is possible to try to formulate
the basil operational-tactical requirements for this system and its
components.
First of all, this system, in cur opinion, must be the same for
all arms of troops and services, and its components should be interlinked and disposed on a principle excluding the duplication of information and ensuring the c3ntrol of combat means. The technical equipment for obtaining and transmitting information should be standardized
and provide for the information to be transmittO to all types of
terminal equipment. The whole complex of equipment of an automated

system should be interlinked by one highly reliable and flexible communications system. This means that the switching equipment should
ensure the automatic connection of any source of information with
any echelon of control and should provide for vide maneuvering of

communications channels. The cozznunications system, in this instance,
shculd be highly developed and should cover the whole area of coast
operations. The fact that any component part of the communications
equipment, or communications exchange is out of action should not
interfere with the control of the troops.

This system will require the creation of new, more advanced
technical equipment for observation and reconnaissance, communications
equipment, and terminal equipment. It is essential to envisage a
gradual and systematic changeover to these from the existing equipment, adapting the latter to new requirements, bearing in Mind that
they are precursors of the future automated system. In our view, it
In essential even now to centralize the direction of all new ac-velopmeats being carried out by all arms of the ground troops and to carry

them out as a single complex.
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syster of control of the
creation cf an w;tomf..te:::
trocps will probably lead to the birth of a qualitatively new arm
of special troops, to a new organizational structure. Up to now,
the control of the troops was ensured In the main by the signal
troops. But even naw their roe is changing radically, as the
quantity of equipment destined for ensuring the control of the
troops develops. Because the eletronic compter, as well as all
the other equipment (for observation, reconnaissan.ne, transmission,
et.:.) will operate in an automated system, i.e., in a complex with
a single communication system, and will become its integral part,
one should also think in advance of who would operate and service
it and who would be responsible for its creation, application,
and operation.
We are of the opinion that those best qualified to deal with
this equipment are the signal troops. For this reason, it would
seem to be advisable to widen their functions and tasks considerably
and to include organizationally the technical means of the automated
system of control of the troops in the composition of this arm of
troops.
From the Editor: The Editor invites offiCersand generals to
discuss in this journal the questions
raised in the above article.
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